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As promised, here follow searchable PDFs of the evidence I offered in court on July 14 2021 as attachments, along with
an image of the cash receipt contradicting the false accusation made by Denny's Assistant Manager Amanda Rojas that I
skipped on a check on the evening of September 18 2018 - the night before the morning I was assaulted by G.I. Herz and
John Joly of the Ithaca Police Department - repeated by Denny's staff member Jessica L. Smith in a Voluntary Statement
on Page 014 of the Prosecution's (sealed) evidence provided in their initial disclosure to me as attorney pro se on July 17
2019 accusing me of trespassing without noting 1) No one ever told me I was unwelcome at Denny's prior to G.I. Herz
bouncing me! and 2) Staff at Denny's had served me breakfast while calling in Amanda Rojas to call for the police to eject
me? Both true!

"2018-09-18 PAID 0745 PM $14.73 CASH to Denny's by Bonze Anne Rose Blayk - Order 337715 - All-American Slam w
Coffee - Server Janette D - IMPEACHING Amanda Rojas - CR-08365-18#1 - trimmed 4x6.jpg"

The Prosecution's case always sucked. It was based on perjury… all the way down.

Regarding the S. Satti 2006-04-14 document that wound up in the hands of the Prosecution… I cannot dignify it by
referring to it as "garbage." I spend 20+ years developing and supporting communications software, and I get that as
"care and treatment?" Satti really believes a mental hospital is the place for me to be at long last picking up rudimentary
social skills among severely ill "peers" prone to intermittent outbursts of violence? Some wildly psychotic? Where do you
think I picked up PTSD? IN THE GULAG! 

I spent 8 1/2 years at Cornell as a Systems Programmer (1985-1994) and doubled my salary in real terms over that
timespan. I spend 4 1/2 years in the Gulag† after being poisoned with PCP in 2003 – April Roberts MD (EPC) practically
diagnosed that at the time - and what do I get for it? 

"Psychiatric evidence" provided by a perjurer so incompetent that she doubles the number of interviews conducted over
the course of the past 18 months from one month's filing to the next! CAVEAT EMPTOR. 

the mind boggles. the toxicity… I apologize for going overboard, but I am overwhelmed by the grotesquerie of it all.

thanks 
- Rosie-Anne Quvus aka bonze blayk! 

† In 2018 I finally came to realize that NYS AAG Carol Cocchiola unveiled a fatal insult to my trustworthiness as a
software developer in her final argument for Recommitment in May 2003 – one ultimately based on some obscure
arguments in personality theory and diagnosis? – that as a person with a Personality Disorder NOS "with Narcissistic
features" I would perform some radical evil if a potential customer declined to order dataComet… the context is damning. I
had a guaranteed order of some scale for an upgrade to dataComet-Secure pending with NASA HQ… and some
people were freaking out over it? OMG. NASA trusted me, Lockheed-Martin trusted me, Raytheon trusted me, Cornell
trusted me, UPenn and many other schools trusted me, the New York Times and other fine publications such as Der
Spiegel trusted me as site licensees…

But no: Who needs 20 years of results as evidence of professionalism and devotion to systems security as a byword,
when you have a Clinical Psychologist on hand to offer incoherent psychobabble? Regarding the fantasy world I inhabit
as a Narcissist systems geek! That's why I led the Official Release of 230 pages of dataComet techno-trivia off with a
cover page that references Philip K. Dick and Blue Öyster Cult as kind of a joke, because this "psychiatric history" belongs
more properly among misfiled works of misbegotten "Science Fantasy" than medical science! 

 BRAIN DAMAGE #0 - CODE: "dataComet-Secure Online Documentation - COMPLETE - Acrobat - signed.pdf"
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337715 - All-American Slam w Coffee - Server Janette D - IMPEACHING Amanda Rojas - CR-
08365-18#1 - trimmed 4x6.jpg 
779K

Blayk vs Berry Exhibit A - 2019-01-29 - BONZE BLAYK - Check 2781 2019-01-25 to Francisco Berry PC -
$2,000.pdf 
151K

Blayk vs Berry Exhibit B - 2019 Gmail - Bonze Anne Rose Blayk with Francisco Berry PC -  re CR-08635-18
TRESPASSING - 12 Emails - Overview of 205.4MB omitted for the sake of brevity.pdf 
5666K

Blayk vs Berry Exhibit C - 2019-05-16 - MISREPRESENTATION - Bonze Anne Rose Blayk to Francisco Berry
PC re representation in CR-03865-18 - Letter of Dismissal.pdf 
852K

Blayk vs Berry Exhibit D - 2018-09-19 - BARB Trespassing - Bangs Ambulance Transport Record - Denley -
COMMENTED with Glasgow Coma Scale MARKUP.pdf 
3564K

Blayk vs Berry Exhibit E - 2006-04-14 - Sealed - Original PDF for 1997-0019 p 434-442 - Savithri Satti MD
Psychiatrist 1 - Colleen Larrison SW 1 - ERRATA COUNT with PERJURY - CONFIDENTIAL.pdf 
2897K

Blayk vs Berry Exhibit F - 2021-03-08 - AFFADAVIT IN SUPPORT OF APPLICATION FOR REMOVAL Case #
SC-048678-IT.pdf 
269K

2021-06-15 - Blayk vs Berry EVIDENCE.pdf 
45K
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